Response Forum XIX  
January 29, 2020  
*Works-in-Progress Discussions*  
*presented by the Fellows of the Fox Center*  

5:30pm  Hors d’oeuvres and Wine  
6:00pm  Opening Remarks by  
Professor Ruby Lal, MESAS  
Table Discussions Begin  

Michael C. Carlos Museum  
Ackerman Hall  

**Tables and Presenters**  

**The Moral Equivalent of Football**  
Erin C. Tarver, Presidential Humanities Fellow, Philosophy  

**Islamic Law and Practice: Daughters-in-Law in Elder Care Responsibilities in Central Asia**  
Donohon Abdugafurova, Graduate Dissertation Completion Fellow, Islamic Civilizations Studies Program  

**On Persons and Things in America**  
Julie Miller, Postdoctoral Fellow, History  

**HIV and Sexual Disorders Not Otherwise Specified: Collective Memory, Trauma, and Gay Identity**  
Michael Patrick Vaughn, Graduate Dissertation Completion Fellow, Sociology  

**Building, Burning, and Rebuilding the Cathedral of Notre-Dame of Paris**  
Elizabeth Pastan, Senior Fellow, Art History  

**Sodomitical Wombs, Hysterical Bowels: A Feminist Reading of Sodomy in Freud’s Wolf Man**  
Ryan Kendall, Graduate Dissertation Completion Fellow, WGGS  

**I'mma Be Stupid Rich! Millennials and the Holy Grail of Tech Salvation**  
Beretta E. Smith-Shomade, Senior Fellow, Film and Media Studies  

**Indigenous Secularism, the Very Idea**  
Ryan Carr, Postdoctoral Fellow, English  

**A Walk into Winter: The 1795 Dutch Mission to Beijing and the Question of Sino-European Conflict**  
Tonio Andrade, Senior Fellow, Chinese and Global History  

**Archiving Aesthetics: The Art of Record Keeping in the Dramaturgy of Suzan-Lori Parks**  
John Brooks, Postdoctoral Fellow, English  

**God’s Name as Pharmakon: Perjury in Bourbon New Spain**  
Javier Villa-Flores, Senior Fellow, Religion  

For detailed topic descriptions and Fox Fellow bios, please see: [fchi.emory.edu](http://fchi.emory.edu)  

Hosted by  
The Bill and Carol Fox Center for Humanistic Inquiry  

To reserve a seat at a table, please contact the Fox Center @ [foxcenter@emory.edu](mailto:foxcenter@emory.edu) or 404.727.6424.  
Participants accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis.